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Abstract 
It is axiomatic that most of encryption systems are relied on keys, 

because of they are easier to protect and easier to change, this also applies 

to steganographic systems. Therefore, the security of the encryption 

systems and steganographic systems is linked to the method of generating 

the keys to these systems.  

As a result, this thesis presents magic cube as a mathematical 

technique for generating keys in a proposed secure system. The proposed 

secure system consists of transmitter side and receiver side. The 

transmitter side includes three phases: (the first phase is constructing the 

magic cube in order to generate random uncorrelated keys, the second 

phase is encrypting secret plaintext messages by using (RC4 or RSA) 

algorithm depending on magic cube keys (from phase one), and the third 

phase is hiding the (RC4 or RSA) encrypted messages using least 

significant bit (LSB) method depending on magic cube keys. The receiver 

side extracts the secret plaintext messages by using the reverse way of the 

transmitter side.  

NIST Package and correlation tests prove that the keys (which are 

generated by the constructed magic cube) are random, unpredictable and 

uncorrelated, so they are robustness against the attacks. The magic cube 

keys are passed most of the NIST tests with high success rates. The 

improved of RC4 with IKSA is tested for its secrecy, randomness and 

performance over the variable key length and different plaintext size with 

respect to those of the original RC4.The results show that the improved 

RC4 with IKSA is better than the original RC4 with KSA. 

 The average security of the (RC4) encrypted messages is between 

(0.116801555631564 - 0.296875), while the average security of the 

(Improved RC4 (IRC4)) encrypted messages by using magic cube keys is 
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between (0.15283203125 - 0.558364648336087). Implementation RSA 

with Big Integer Calculations of modular exponential, modular inverse, 

Greatest common divisor, modulus n, Big Integer p and Big Integer q. 

The PSNR of audio stegocovers without using magic cube keys for 

embedding (32 bits) is between (74.93983862- 80.44353577) dB, while 

the PSNR of audio stegocovers by using magic cube keys for embedding 

(32 bits) is between (78.08175304- 83.01604649) dB. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 

 
1.1 Overview 
 
  In nowadays, security is required to transmit confidential 

information on public network. The need for data security and the privacy 

increased rapidly and become very important to transmit secret 

information over the network [1]. Two important technologies 

cryptography and steganography are used for Information safety of digital 

reality for today .The process of combining encryption and embedding 

help for increasing in power work or the digital information protection 

and security that it will be difficult to limit and find hiding in sender file. 

These two technologies are known very well and depended on techniques 

that encryption\decryption or hiding the data [2][3]. Cryptography system 

can be classified into two parts first is Symmetric key Cryptography and 

second is public key cryptography. Symmetric key cryptography: In 

symmetric key cryptography system sender and receiver share a single 

key which is used to encrypt and decrypt a message. It is also called 

secret key cryptography. The algorithms used for symmetric key 

cryptography is called symmetric- key algorithms. There are two types of 

symmetric algorithms such as stream cipher and block cipher. Stream 

ciphers encrypt the bits of information one at a time and Block ciphers 

encrypt the information by breaking down into blocks [1][2][3]. True 

Random Number (TRN) and Pseudorandom numbers (PRN) are so 

important in many applications of cryptographic. In any cryptosystems 

use Keys that must be generated in a random style .Random Numbers 

Generators (RNGS) are classified into Pseudo Random Numbers 

Generators (PRNGS) and True Random Numbers Generators (TRNGS) 

[2][3]. Algorithms in Cryptographic play an important role in providing 
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the data security against malicious attacks. Random numbers technique 

applies to many fields such as, network security, cryptographic 

algorithms. Cryptographic methods utilize algorithmic techniques to 

generate random number, these are deterministic and product series of 

numbers that are not statistically random. However, if algorithmic works 

perfect, the obtained result will exceed many sensible tests of 

randomness; these numbers are called pseudorandom numbers [2] [4]. 

The efficiency of cryptographic algorithm is not only depending on 

its time taken for encryption and decryption, and it also accounts for 

number of stages used to obtain the cipher-text from a plain-text. RSA is 

one of the most common encryption algorithms, which guarantees 

authenticity, confidentiality and data integrity through a risky connection 

channel; however, various attackers attempt to break algorithm security 

due to certain constraints. Furthermore, RSA not be guaranteed that the 

cipher plan is perfectly secured. Therefore, magic cube and Magic Square 

are introduced to improve the security due to its complexity of the 

encryption procedure [1]. 

A randomness concept is used widely in this field; also the power 

and strong argument of any encryption algorithm, build upon the 

encryption Key attributes; its length and randomness. The security of all 

application of this field depends essentially on making unpredictable 

Key[5] .Some cryptographic systems which has high security depends on 

unpredictable components generation, such as strong large prime 

randomly p and q in the RSA , secret key in the DES, key stream that 

generated by one-time pad etc. In these systems, quantities of generated 

keys must be sufficient in random and the size, that the probability of any 

selected value must be sufficiently small [6]. 
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Therefore, different methods are used for the security development 

system such as: double even, single even, odd magic squares of order n 

and magic cubes.  

The construction of magic square and magic cube are based on the 

start number, different number, and size of cube, number of cubes 

according to the size of secret message, magic sum and magic constant. 

These values are very difficult to follow and predicate because of their 

randomness. 

 Magic cube helps to identify the existing issues of secret-key 

cryptosystem.  

Magic cube is technique mathematics with 3-dimension called 

magic square .The pattern of this technique is a number arranged from 1, 

2, …, n3 in a (n x n x n) , n is integer, the summation  of the numbers on  

row, column, pillar and of the 4- main space diagonals equivalent to the 

same number, the so-called magic constant of the cube[7] 

Magic cube cryptography and steganography are new techniques. 

These techniques are adopted in this thesis in order to build complete 

secure system.  

                                            

1.2 Problem Statement 

The major problem of this work is to design secure system with 

high secrecy keys by to overcome on the weakness points in RC4 (Rivest 

Cipher 4) algorithm and Integer Factorization Problem (IFP) focuses on 

the factoring the number to its factors prime numbers. The RSA public 

key is considered a good paradigm that is based on factoring problem of 

analyzing the composite n number to its factors of two distinct large 

prime’s numbers p and q, in order to find the eth root. Thus, the main 

difficult waylays if the factoring of n is known, so it's computational 
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mathematics will be easy to solve the RSA problem .This secure system 

has two different security models such as: cryptography and 

steganography, but both of them depend on a magic cube as a random 

keys generator. The minor one is a comparison between magic cube 

symmetric encryption and magic cube asymmetric encryption.    

1.3 Aim of Thesis  

       The aims of the study: 

1- Design and implement magic cube with size (n), any type and any 

order, and both cryptographic and LSB steganographic system are 

depended on magic cube. 

2- Design and implement symmetric magic cube encryption using RC4 

algorithm. 

3- Design and implement asymmetric magic cube encryption using RSA 

algorithm. 

4- Design and implement asymmetric magic cube encryption using RSA 

algorithm with Big Integer. 

4- Make an enhancement of RC4 magic cube encryption using average 

security and RSA magic cube encryption using Big Integer. 

5- Design and implement complete multilevel secure system consists of 

cryptographic system (RC4 system) to encrypt plain-text message using 

RC4 magic cube encryption or RSA magic cube encryption, and 

steganographic system (LSB system)for hiding the output cipher-text 

inside audio cover using magic cube random keys.  

 

 


